UCI HOUR RECORD CHECKLIST

Men Elite, Women Elite, Para-cycling

Before a rider can make an attempt, he/she must have fulfilled in the following criteria:

☐ 1. A rider must be included in the UCI Registered Testing Pool and provide accurate and up-to-date whereabouts information and must be subjected to anti-doping controls collected and analyzed in accordance with Athlete Biological Passport programme as implemented by the UCI. If the rider is not in the Registered Testing Pool or does not have any Athlete Biological Passport, all the associated costs for testing the rider or any extra controls shall be borne by the rider. Several months may be required to fulfill that requirement.

☐ 2. A special attempt must be authorized in writing in advance by the national federation of the rider(s). This authorization must reach the UCI no later than four months prior to the attempt.

☐ 3. Simultaneously, if the record attempt takes place in a country other than that of the National Federation of the rider, the host National Federation must formally support the attempt in writing (with copy to the UCI).

☐ 4. The date and the location (UCI homologated velodrome) must be agreed, in due time prior to any communication about the attempt, by all stakeholders to ensure that the attempt may happen under the best possible circumstances, especially with regard to policing services, timekeeping, commissaires and the drug test.

☐ 5. A contract, that includes an Organisation Guide, must be signed between the UCI, the organizer and/or the athlete to clear marketing and other rights as per article 3.5.002.

☐ 6. Live TV/streaming production is not compulsory for the attempt. If the rider wants to organize such production, he should contact the UCI as soon as possible to discuss production standards/requirements and related Electronic Media Rights.

☐ 7. Once the contract signed, a press release shall be jointly coordinated between the rider and the UCI for the first official communication.

☐ 8. The bicycle and other riding components shall be submitted to the Technical department materiel@uci.ch for approval no later than 15 days before the date of the attempt. List of material to be filled in.

This document is only a support document. In order to have all details please refer to the UCI Cycling Regulations, Title 3, Chapter V World Records.